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HISTORY &
OVERVIEW
Mahesh Dalamal and Steve Mayne launched Creative Zone in September 2010. By building upon
Mahesh’s years of experience in Free Zone company formation along with Steve’s business centre and
local onshore company setup knowledge, Creative Zone was created with a simple yet revolutionary
model for the UAE marketplace; to serve as a one-stop shop, with ﬂexible payment plans, for easy
company incorporation and added business support services that entrepreneurs and SMEs require.
The ﬁrm started out with just 5 staﬀ members, dealing solely with company setups in Fujairah Creative
City Free Zone and only being able to accommodate clients looking to start up a consulting or service
related company. Anticipating that the industry was growing exponentially, Creative Zone ventured
to establish a more dominant position in the market place by strengthening its team, taking larger and
more prestigious oﬃces, forming strategic alliances with business support services providers and
expanding its range of company setup solutions.
In the 8 years since inception, Creative Zone has moved to Dubai’s premier business district and
has grown to a team of some 200 highly qualiﬁed professionals who speak 14 diﬀerent languages.
Creative Zone has well staﬀed and highly experienced Sales, Marketing, PRO, Operations and Finance
teams. It has turned itself from a relatively small player in the business setup marketplace,
to one of the most well known and respected company setup ﬁrms in the UAE, having successfully
incorporated over 12,000 new companies.
Creative Zone now oﬀer a wider range of Free Zone company setup options and also local Dubai DED
(Department of Economic Development) formations for those looking to take permanent oﬃces
in Dubai and trade actively onshore.
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In addition, Creative Zone entered into
an agreement with a prestigious Dubai
business center located in the heart of
Downtown Dubai, Marina and Business
Bay areas where Creative Zoneclients
have exclusive use of the center’s
professional services andstylish facilities
e.g. meeting rooms, lounges, work
stations and phone answering services.
Creative Zone has also aligned
with an extensive range of network
partners across a variety of sectors
(Accountant, Lawyers, Insurance
Companies, Real Estate Agents,
Recruitment Companies and others)
and along with regular networking
sessions, provides clients with an
infrastructure that supports their

We not only contribute
to, but are also witness
to, The success of

OUR CLIENTS
BUSINESS AS
IT GROWS.

business from inception into the future.

We provide various company setup options like:

• Fujairah Creative City Free Zone

• Ajman Free Zone

• Dubai LLC

• JAFZA Offshore

• Dubai Multi Commodities Centre (DMCC)

• BVI Offshore

• Dubai South (DWC)

• Ajman Offshore

• Dubai Design District (D3)

• UAQ Free Trade Zone

• Abu Dhabi LLC

• Shams Free Zone

• Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC)
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CREATIVE
ZONE
BY THE
NUMBERS

44,000
4,015
62%
75%
95%
18
22
250+
11

entrepreneurs set up through Creative Zone
since its inception in 2010
average number of customers per year
of new clients who are referred to
Creative Zone by existing clients
of Creative Zone clients renew their
trade licenses every year
of Creative Zone clients are highly
satisfied with the service levels
jurisdictions for which Creative Zone
attracts customers
languages spoken by Creative Zone employees
number of staff Creative Zone Group
directly manages
years of operation since 2010
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CORE TEAM
Steve Mayne brings more than 21years of global experience in
management, business consultancy and corporate leadership to his role as
Managing Partner of Creative Zone. Additionally, he is responsible as
Company Director to ﬁve other UAE start-up organisations, of which, he
manages and runs at a board level. Prior to Creative Zone, he worked with a
number of global organisations specialising in logistics and process
engineering.
With his industry experience in workspace solutions, he has played an
integral role in establishing some of the region’s leading business centers as
well as many serviced oﬃce providers. He holds an MBA from Charles Sturt
University in Australia.

Jigar Sagar leads the way of being the Managing Director of
Creative Zone Group by fostering the growth of the company
through strategic partnerships and his expertise on corporate
ﬁnance, ﬁnancial planning, budgeting, and risk management.
He holds a Postgraduate Masters in Finance from The University of
Melbourne, Australia.
He managed the finances of multiple UAE based SMEs from
2006-2003 and is currently responsible for the strategic planning,
corporate partnerships and financial management of Creative Zone
Group – with an annual turnover of over AED 200 million.

Lorenzo Jooris moved to the UK at the age of 25 to start his career in the
production of country branding campaigns and national advertising
projects. In 2005 he went on to establish One World Communications, a
full-ﬂedged multi-media powerhouse advising governments around the
world in branding and communication strategies.
He later on established LEADERS ME Magazine, Envision Films and
Eventus. Prior to Creative Zone, Lorenzo served as the Vice President of
Global Growth and Strategy at Arton Capital where he oversaw the
international expansion of the company in charge of sales, marketing and
events worldwide. He founded Leaders without Borders, an initiative that
promotes the development of young social entrepreneurs.

CORE COMPETENCIES

CARE &
ATTENTION
Above all, Creative Zone cares about providing the
best service and advice. Creative Zone works
closely with its customers throughout the entire
setup process, acting as a solutions partner. This
combined with Creative Zone’s expertise, has led
to 75% renewal rate and an astounding 62%
referral rate. This care is also demonstrated with
our transparency throughout the process.
There are no hidden fees or surprises.

COMPETENT ADVICE
& EXPERTISE
The Creative Zone team is second to none.
The team’s experience and understanding of
complex setup procedures will always be used to
the advantage of each and every customer to find
the best solution for them. The team is headed by
two experienced and knowledgeable experts in
the field (Mahesh Dalamal & Steve Mayne) and
all team members have extensive understanding
of the cultural and financial landscape of
the UAE.
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CORE COMPETENCIES

EFFICIENCY &
CONVENIENCE
Creative Zone makes the process of setting up a
business phenomenally simple and will arrange for
the processing of all documents, licenses and
permits in an efficient and cost-effective manner.
This leaves customers with time to focus on
organising their business, rather than the legalities
of their business. Because Creative Zone regularly
processes and handles around 100 setups per
month, they can perform the process more quickly
than an individual would.

VALUE
The value that Creative Zone provides its
clients, extends beyond affordable pricing
plans, including packages with business
centre services and a number of premium
support services. For SMEs and entrepreneurs,
this helps reduce overheads like rent, design
services and time spent arranging all activities.
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CORE COMPETENCIES

CUSTOMISATION
& OPTIONS
With so many licensing and registration options available to UAE
entrepreneurs and startups, Creative Zone knows how to advise
on the best options for each customer. Creative Zone
has established strong relationships with many local entities to
provide advice with confidence. From his Highness Sheikh
Manaa bin Hasher Al Maktoum to their working partnerships
with Fujairah Creative City, Dubai Department of Economic
Development, DTCM and many more jurisdictions, Creative
Zone has the right connections to provide the best options.
When global companies need the most professional on
ground support they turn to Creative Zone.
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Creative Zone

MARKET
POSITIONING

In these evolving times, a new start up needs more than just your everyday business setup provider.
They require someone to initially help them navigate their way through the maze of bureaucracy and
red tape to establish their new company, as well as process their residency visa, and provide ﬂexible
payment terms.
After which, they require the tools to give their new business a strong launch and ongoing support as
their business grows and evolves and a helping hand to guide them through the diﬃculties they may
face along the way.
Creative Zone has been designed to respond to these very needs that every new company requires. We
provide the client with complete transparency in terms of timelines, costs and documentary
requirements when establishing their company and applying for their residency visa.
The client is then appointed a dedicated account manager as their single point of contact for all updates
and requirements throughout their time with us. Furthermore, they are given access to prestigious
business centers in Dubai’s premier business districts to work from as well as hold important client
meetings to create that important ﬁrst impression when seeking out new business opportunities.
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Creative Zone really is a
business setup company
with a difference. Unlike
other business setup
companies, our work
doesn’t end with your trade
license and residency visa,

IT STARTS HERE.

Creative Zone actually assists their clients to open their bank accounts, provides them with
complimentary business cards, a domain name and even set up their corporate email and a web splash
page. Within a short space of time the client is armed with all the tools to go out into the market and
focus on making their business a success.
Creative Zone also maintains an open door policy for any of their clients to visit them, should they run
into any diﬃculties with their business along the way, be it ﬁnancial or with their staﬀ or they just need
some general assistance and advice on the multitude of issues facing business on an ongoing basis in
this country. Creative Zone is always on hand to lend an ear and assist where they can, be it in house or
putting them in touch with the right people who can help solve whatever problem they may have.
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CREATIVE ZONE

SUPPORT
SERVICES
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SOME
OF OUR

CLIENTS
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
After extensive research, I chose to work with CREATIVE ZONE to
expand our retail operation. They were simply the best; leaders in their
ﬁeld with fantastic end-to-end services, competitively priced packages
with exceptional attention to detail. All-in-all, CREATIVE ZONE worked
really well with us. It has been the perfect ﬁt between our companies.
Donna Benton | The Entertainer

CREATIVE ZONE helped with all the steps along the way - not just the
business side of things such as putting all the company side of things
together or visas, but also the personal things such as schools and
giving advice on where our children could or could not attend. I really
felt it was a very balanced service and I was very happy with how
everything felt so smooth and just made everything a little bit easier
when moving to a new country and setting up a new business. I was
really grateful to have the support of CREATIVE ZONE.
Lisa Scott-Lee | Dubai Performing Arts Academy

I did a fair amount of research before I closed with CREATIVE ZONE. The
fact that his responses to my queries were instant showed me that we
were dealing with a bunch of professionals. But I must say even
Rebecca Vangunster (Client Relations Manager) was super helpful. She
did help a great extent to ease the burden of this entire paperwork bit
for starting our company. Deﬁnitely recommending CREATIVE ZONE
and would come for any other license related needs!
Jacob Alex | Laptop Lunch
For a ﬁrst time entrepreneur like me, CREATIVE ZONE has been a big
help. During the process of company registration, we had several doubts
on various issues but Oliver Brinsley (Business Setup Manager) and team
at CREATIVE ZONE gave us a patient hearing all the time and resolved
our issues in swift time. I’m happy to recommend CREATIVE ZONE as it
oﬀers people great convenience of a one stop shop with knowledgeable
staﬀ members providing you outstanding customer care. Gives you all
the time to focus on your business and not worry about admin hassles. To
sum it up, I would say outstanding experience so far in my
entrepreneurial journey.
Zac Thomas | HR 90Degrees Consulting Services
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CONTACT US
Suite 1702, Level 17,
Boulevard Plaza Tower 1
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Boulevard,
Downtown Dubai, Dubai, UAE
For further inquiries regarding the investment
opportunity, contact CREATIVE ZONE directly at:

800 - LICENSE
creativezone.ae
setup@creativezone.ae

